
Family Learning Team

Some Numbers:
6497 Kits distributed to 236 Early Years Establishments.  33% returned full evaluations and 153 staff 
attended training.  Year 3 of delivery, with 14 different languages represented. 11,700 You Tube Views. 

Families in Partnership Report 2022-2023

OUTCOME 1 
95% evidenced that ALMOST ALL
relationships between parents,
carers and staff were
strengthened, thereby reinforcing
family bonds and building on the
home/nursery relationship.

OUTCOME 2
95% evidenced that ALMOST ALL
experienced increased parental
involvement at home or in the
community.

What YOU
told us

Outcome 3
94% evidenced that ALMOST ALL
children had opportunities to
develop confidence and skills
which enable them to make a
positive transition to Primary One.

Outcome 4 
86% evidenced that MOST parents or
carers showed a better understanding
of nursery learning approaches and an
increased confidence in their role in
supporting their child’s learning and
development in getting ready for
school.

Outcome 5
13% evidenced that a FEW
parents and carers were
supported into further
learning and support.



Some Extension Activities You Developed:
Book Creator used to make Family Journals, Family Scavenger Hunt in feeder primary school, Garden
Family Fun Day with numeracy activities, giant ‘I’m a Thistle’ game in the playground using chalk,
Family Teddy Bears picnic, Parent Storytelling in families first language.

Some Plans You Have For Building On This Project: 
Family Maths Café, Families Connect, Travelling Teddy Bear, Parent Focus Group, Staff Transitions Group with Learning
Community, Secondary pupils in technical department making claves for the rhymes.

What YOU
Said

‘It would be beneficial to have an activity card which 
relates to feelings and emotions with starting school,  as 
this year we have noticed an increase in children 
becoming anxious and apprehensive with starting school’ 
Staff, Limetree Nursery

“When I went to my school, my teacher had The Everywhere Bear and I told her I have 
this story in my nursery and home”. Child,  Ruchill Family Centre.
“The activity sheets allowed my daughter to think about the items she will need to take 
to school and enabled us to have a discussion about it.  She used the activity to plan her 
school morning routine” Parent, Whiteinch Nursery

Outcome Three
”It helped my daughter count and improved her pronunciation”,  “It made a huge difference 
because I have noticed my child's level of confidence and inquisition boosted 
astronomically” Parents, Ruchill Family Centre.

“My child feels more confident and I feel more 
attachment  after spending more time with him” 
Parent, Silverdale Nursery

Out come 4
“It increased the bonding and relationship with my child. 
Most time mummy does the homework but this time I got 
involved and it helped me understand what he is learning” 
Dad, St Roch’s Childcare

Outcome 1
“It was nice to see parents relaxing and chatting 
with each other and staff. There was a sense of 
community and connection. Staff told me they 
loved seeing how the children interacted with 
their families” Staff, Rockfield Nursery 

Outcome 2
“The children displayed excitement anticipating what the 
‘The Everywhere Bear’ would invite them to do. Book 
Creator was used around taking the bear home and a 
family journal was produced”  Staff, Treasure Trove 
Nursery. 
“The families sent photos and videos of them taking part 
in the activities at home and almost all children told us 
about the activities they had enjoyed” Staff, Machrie 
Nursery

Outcome 5
A few parents were
signposted to Bookbug
and other volunteering
and adult learning
opportunities.


